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Abstract

This process is illustrated in Figure 1, which
shows an excerpt from a corpus of tutorial dialogue situated in an introductory computer programming task in the Java programming language.
The arrows link referring expressions in the situated dialogue to their referents in the environment. To identify the referent of each referring
expression, it is essential to capture the semantic
structure of the referring expression of the object
it refers to, such as “the 2 dimensional array” contains two attributes, “2 dimensional” and “array”.
At the same time, the dialogue history and the history of user task actions (such as editing the code)
play a key role. To disambiguate the referent of
“my array”, temporal information is needed: in
this case, the referent is a variable named arra,
which is an array that the student has just created.
Reference resolution in situated dialogue is
challenging because of the ambiguity inherent
within dialogue utterances and the complexity of
the environment. Prior work has leveraged dialogue history and task history information to improve the accuracy of reference resolution (Iida et
al., 2010; Iida et al., 2011; Funakoshi et al., 2012).
However, these prior approaches have employed
relatively simple semantic information from the
referring expressions, such as a manually created
lexicon, or have operated within an environment
with a limited set of pre-defined objects. Besides
reference resolution in situated dialogue, there is
also a research direction in which machine learning models are used to learn the semantics of
noun phrases in order to map noun phrases to objects in a related environment (Kennington and
Schlangen, 2015; Liang et al., 2009; Naim et al.,
2014; Kushman et al., 2014). However, these prior
approaches operated at the granularity of single

Understanding situated dialogue requires
identifying referents in the environment to
which the dialogue participants refer. This
reference resolution problem, often in a
complex environment with high ambiguity, is very challenging. We propose an
approach that addresses those challenges
by combining learned semantic structure
of referring expressions with dialogue history into a ranking-based model. We evaluate the new technique on a corpus of
human-human tutorial dialogues for computer programming. The experimental results show a substantial performance improvement over two recent state-of-the-art
approaches. The proposed work makes a
stride toward automated dialogue in complex problem-solving environments.

1

Introduction

The content of a situated dialogue is very closely
related to the environment in which it happens
(Grosz and Sidner, 1986). As dialogue systems
move toward assisting users in increasingly complex tasks, these systems must understand users’
language within the environment of the tasks. To
achieve this goal, dialogue systems must perform
reference resolution, which involves identifying
the referents in the environment that the user refers
to (Iida et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2014; Liu and Chai,
2015; Chai et al., 2004). Imagine a dialogue system that assists a novice student in solving a programming problem. To understand a question or
statement the student poses, such as, “Should I use
the 2 dimensional array?”, the system must link
the referring expression “the 2 dimensional array”
to an object1 in the environment.

of the corpus utilized in this work. However, we follow the
standard usage of “object” in situated dialogue (Iida et al.,
2010), which for programming is any portion of code in the
environment.

1
The word “object” has a technical meaning within the
domain of object-oriented programming, which is the domain
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setTitle("Postal Code Generator");
setDefaultCloseOperation(EXIT_ON_CLOSE);
setVisible(tr ue );
table = ne w in t[10 ][5];
initTable();

Tutor:
Tutor:

table = new int[10][5];
that is where they initialize the size of the 2
dimensional array

…

…

}
/**
* Extract the individual digits stored in the ZIP code
* and store their values as private data
*/
pr iv at e vo id extractDigits() {
//You must complete this method!!
String s = Integer.toString(zipCode);
String parse1;
Char num;
in t arra[];
in t new2;
arra = ne w in t [s.length()];

[student adds line of code:
arra = new int[s.length()];]

Tutor:
…

great!
…
[student adds line of code:
new2=Integer.parseInt(parse1);]

Student:
Tutor:
Student:

does my array look like it is set up correctly
now
umm...... in the for loop, what should you be
storing in the array?

fo r(in t i=0, i<s.length(); i++)
{
num=s.charAt(i);
parse1=""+num;
new2=Integer.parseInt(parse1);
arra[i]=num;
}

:)

Dialogue and task history

Environment

Figure 1 Excerpt of tutorial dialogue illustrating reference resolution. Referring expressions are shown
in bold italics.2

2

spoken utterances not contextualized within a dialogue history, and they too focus on environments
with a limited number (and a pre-defined set) of
objects. As this paper demonstrates, these prior
approaches do not perform well in situated dialogues for complex problem solving, in which the
user creates, modifies, and removes objects from
the environment in unpredictable ways.

Related Work

The work in this paper is informed by research in
coreference resolution for text as well as reference
resolution in situated dialogue and multi-modal
environments. This section describes related work
in those areas.
The classic reference resolution problem for
discourse aims to resolve coreference relationships within a given text (Martschat and Strube,
2015; McCarthy and Lehnert, 1995; Soon et al.,
2001). Effective approaches for discourse cannot
be directly applied to the problem of linking referring expressions to their referents in a rich situated dialogue environment, because the information embedded within the environment plays an
important role in understanding the referring relationships in the situated dialogue. Our approach
combines referring expressions’ semantic information along with dialogue history, task history,
and a representation of the environment in which
the dialogue is situated.
Reference resolution in dialogue has been investigated in recent years. Some of the previous
work focuses on reference resolution in a multimodal setting (Chai et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2014;
Liu et al., 2013; Krishnamurthy and Kollar, 2013;
Matuszek et al., 2012). For this problem re-

To tackle the problem of reference resolution in this type of situated dialogue, we propose an approach that combines semantics from
a conditional-random-field-based semantic parser
along with salient features from dialogue history
and task history. We evaluate this approach on
the JavaTutor corpus, a corpus of textual tutorial
dialogue collected within an online environment
for computer programming. The results show that
our approach achieves substantial improvement
over two existing state-of-the-art approaches, with
existing approaches achieving 55.2% accuracy at
best, and the new approach achieving 68.5% accuracy.

2
Typos and syntactic errors are shown as they appear in
the original corpus.
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(Kennington and Schlangen, 2015; Liang et al.,
2009) with referring expression-referent pairs as
input. Most recently, Kennington and Schlangen
(2015) used a word-as-classifier approach to learn
word semantics to map referring expressions to a
set of 36 Pentomino puzzle pieces on a table. We
implement their word-as-classifier approach and
compare it with our novel approach.

searchers have used multimodal information, including vision, gestures, speech, and eye gaze, to
contribute to the problem of reference resolution.
Given that the focus of these works is on employing rich multimodal information, the research is
usually conducted on a limited number of objects,
and typically uses spatial relationship between objects as constraints to solve the reference resolution problem. We conduct reference resolution in
an environment with a dynamic number of referents and there is no obvious spatial relationship
between the objects.

3

Reference Resolution Approach

This section describes a new approach to reference resolution in situated dialogue. It links each
referring expression from the dialogue to a most
likely referent object in the environment. Our approach involves three main steps. First, referring
expressions from the situated dialogue are segmented and labeled according to their semantic
structure. Using a semantic segmentation and labeling approach we have previously developed (Li
and Boyer, 2015), we use a conditional random
field (CRF) for this joint segmentation and labeling task, and the values of the labeled attributes
are then extracted (Section 3.1). The result of
this step is learned semantics, which are attributes
of objects expressed within each referring expression. Then, these learned semantics are utilized
within the novel approach reported in this paper.
As Section 3.2 describes, dialogue and task history
are used to filter the objects in the environment to
build a candidate list of referents, and then as Section 3.3 describes, a ranking-based classification
approach is used to select the best matching referent.
For situated dialogue we define Et as the state
of the environment at time t. Et consists of all
objects present in the environment. Importantly,
the objects in the environment vary along with the
dialogue: at each moment, new objects could be
created (|Et | > |Et−1 |), and existing objects could
be removed (|Et | < |Et−1 |) because of the task
performed by the user.

More closely related work to our own involves
reference resolution in dialogue situated within a
collaborative game (Iida et al., 2010; Iida et al.,
2011; Funakoshi et al., 2012). To link referring
expressions to one of the seven gamepiece objects, they encoded dialogue history and task history, and our proposed approach leverages these
features as well. However, in contrast to our complex problem-solving domain of computer programming, their domain has a small number of
possible referents, so they used a manually created lexicon to extract semantic information from
referring expressions. Funakoshi et al. (2012)
went further, using Bayesian networks to model
the relationship between referents and words used
in referring expressions. That model is based on
a hand-crafted concept dictionary and distribution
over different referents. This approach cannot be
directly applied to a dialogue with a dynamic environment because it is not possible to manually
define the distribution over all possible referents
beforehand, since objects in the environment are
not known before they are created. So we chose
Iida et al.’s work (2010) as one of the two most
recent approaches to compare with.
Another closely related research direction involves reference resolution in physical environments (Kennington and Schlangen, 2015; Kushman et al., 2014; Naim et al., 2014; Liang et al.,
2009). Although not within situated dialogue per
se (because only one participant speaks), these
lines of investigation have produced approaches
that link natural language noun phrases to objects
in an environment, such as a set of objects of different type and color on a table (Kennington and
Schlangen, 2015) or a variable in a mathematical formula (Kushman et al., 2014). Some of
these learn the mapping relationship by learning
the semantics of words in the referring expressions

Et = {oi |oi is an object in the environment at time t}
We assume that all of the objects oi are observable in the environment. For example, in situated dialogues about programming, we can find
all of the objects and extract their attributes using
a source code parser. Then, reference resolution
is defined as finding a best-matching oi in Et for
referring expression RE.
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3.1

Referring Expression Semantic
Interpretation

In situated dialogues, a referring expression may
contain rich semantic information about the referent, especially when the context of the situated
dialogue is complex. Approaches such as domainspecific lexicons are limited in their ability to address this complexity, so we utilize a linear-chain
CRF to parse the semantic structure of the referring expression. This more automated approach
can also potentially avoid the manual labor required in creating and maintaining a lexicon.
In this approach, every object within the environment must be represented according to its attributes. We treat the set of all possible attributes
of objects as a vector, and for each object oi in
the environment we instantiate and populate an attribute vector Att V eci . For example, the attribute
vector for a two-dimensional array in a computer
program could be [CATEGORY = ‘array, DIMENSION = ‘2, LINE = ‘30, NAME = ‘table, ...]. We
ultimately represent Et = {oi } as the set of all
attribute vectors Att V eci , and for a referring expression we aim to identify Att V ecj , the actual
referent.
Since a referring expression describes its referents either implicitly or explicitly, the attributes
expressed in it should match the attributes of its
referent. We segment referring expressions and label the semantics of each segment using the CRF
and the result is a set of segments, each of which
represents some attribute of its referent. This process is illustrated in (Figure 2 (a)). After segmenting and labeling attributes in the referring expressions, the attribute values are extracted from each
semantic segment using regular expressions (Figure 2 (b)), e.g., value 2 is extracted from 2 dimensional to fill in the ARRAY DIM element in an
empty Att V ec. The result is an attribute vector
that represents the referring expression.
3.2

Figure 2 Semantic interpretation of referring expressions.
list of candidate referents. First, the actual referent must be in the candidate list. At the same
time, the candidate list should be as short as possible. We can pare down the set of all objects
in Et by considering focus of attention in dialogue. Early approaches performed reference resolution by estimating each dialogue participant’s
focus of attention (Lappin and Leass, 1994; Grosz
et al., 1995). According to Ariel’s accessibility
theory (Ariel, 1988), people tend to use more precise descriptions such as proper names in referring expressions for referents in long term memory, and use less precise descriptions such as pronouns for referents in short term memory. In a
precise description, there is more semantic information, while in a more vague description like a
pronoun, there is less semantic information. Thus,
these two sources of information, semantics and
focus of attention, work together in identifying a
referent.
Our approach employs this idea in the process
of candidate referent selection by tracking the focus of attention of the dialogue participants from
the beginning of the dialogue through dialogue
history and task history, as has been done in prior
work we use for comparison within our experiments (Iida et al., 2010). We also use the learned
semantics of the referring expression (represented
as the referring expression’s attribute vector) as filtering conditions to select candidates.
The candidate generation process consists of
three steps.

Generating a List of Candidate Referents

Once the referring expression is represented as an
object attribute vector as described above, we wish
to link that vector to the closest-matching object
in the environment. Each object is represented by
its own attribute vector, and there may be a large
number of objects in Et . Given a referring expression Rk , we would like to trim the list to keep only
those objects that are likely to be referent for Rk .
There are two desired criteria for generating the

1. Candidate generation from dialogue history
DH.
DH =< Od , Td >
Here, Od =< o1d , o2d , ..., om
> is a sed
quence of objects that were mentioned since
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the beginning of the dialogue. Td =<
t1d , t2d , ..., tm
d > is a sequence of timestamps
when corresponding objects were mentioned.
All of the objects in Et that were ever mentioned in the dialogue history, {oi |oi ∈
DH & oi ∈ Et }, will also be added into the
candidate list.

Section 5, we experimented with several different models.) Then, the candidates are ranked by
p(Rk , oi ), and the object with the highest probability is taken as the referent of Rk .

4

Corpus

Human problem solving represents a highly complex domain that poses great challenges for reference resolution. We evaluate our new reference
resolution approach on a corpus of human-human
textual dialogue in the domain of computer programming (Boyer et al., 2011). In each dialogue,
a human tutor assisted a student remotely using
typed dialogue as the student completed given
programming tasks in the Java programming language. The programming tasks involved array manipulation and control flow, which are challenging
for students with little programming experience.
Students’ and tutors’ view of the task were synchronized in real time. At the beginning of each
problem-solving session students were provided a
framework of code to fill in, which is around 200
lines initially. The corpus contains 45 tutoring sessions, 4857 utterances in total, 108 utterances for
each session on average. We manually annotated
the referring expressions in the dialogue and their
referents in the corresponding Java code for six
dialogues from the corpus (346 referring expressions). These six sessions contain 758 utterances.
The dialogues focus on the details of solving the
programming problems, with very little social or
off-task talk. Figure 1 shows an excerpt of this
dialogue.

2. Candidate generation from task history T H.
Similarly, T H =< Ob , Tb >, which is all of
the objects in Et that were ever manipulated
by the user, will be added into the candidate
list.
3. Candidate generation using learned semantics, which are the referent’s attributes. Given
a set of attributes extracted from a referring
expression, all objects in Et with one of the
same attribute values will be added into the
candidate list. The attributes are considered
separately to avoid the case in which a single
incorrectly extracted attribute could rule out
the correct referent. Table 1 shows the algorithm used in this step.
Given a referring expression Rk , whose attribute vector Att V eck has been extracted.
for each element atti of Att V eck
if atti is not null
for each o in Et
if atti == o.atti
add o into candidate list Ck
Table 1 Algorithm to select candidates using
learned semantics

5

3.3

To evaluate the new approach, we performed a set
of experiments that compare our approach with
two state-of-the-art approaches.

Ranking-based classification

With the list of candidate referents in hand, we employ a ranking-based classification model to identify the most likely referent. Ranking-based models have been shown to perform well for reference resolution problems in prior work (Denis and
Baldridge, 2008; Iida et al., 2010). For a given
referring expression Rk and its candidate referent
list Ck = {o1 , o2 , ..., oNk }, in which each oi is an
object identified as a candidate referent, we compute the probability of each candidate oi being the
true referent of Rk , p(Rk , oi ) = f (Rk , oi ), where
f is the classification function. (Note that our approach is classifier-agnostic. As we describe in

5.1

Experiments & Result

Semantic Parsing

The referring expressions were extracted from the
tutorial dialogues and their semantic segments and
labels were manually annotated. A linear-chain
CRF was trained on that data and used to perform referring expression segmentation and labeling (Li and Boyer, 2015). The current paper reports the first use of that learned semantics approach for reference resolution.
Next, we proceeded to extract the attribute values, a step that our previous work did not address.
For the example shown in Figure 2 (b), from the
333

The candidate generation approach performed
better for the referring expressions without attributes (hit rate 94.7%), compared to referring expressions with attributes (hit rate 89.3%). Since
the candidate list for referring expressions without
attributes relies solely on dialogue and task history, 94.7% of those referents had been mentioned
in the dialogue or manipulated by the user previously. For referring expressions with attribute information, the generation of the candidate list also
used learned semantic information. Only 70.0% of
those referents had been mentioned in the dialogue
or manipulated by the user before.

learned semantic structure, we may know that 2
dimensional refers to the dimension of the array,
the attribute ARRAY DIM. (In the current domain
there are 14 attributes that comprise the generic
attribute vector V , such as ARRAY DIM, NUM,
and CATEGORY.) To actually extract the attribute
values, we use regular expressions that capture our
three types of attribute values: categorical, numeric, and strings. For example, the value type
of CATEGORY is categorical, like method or variable. Its values are taken from a closed set. NAME
has values that are strings. LINE NUMBER’s
value is numeric. For categorical attributes, we
add the categorical attribute values into the semantic tag set of the CRF used for segmentation. In this way, the attribute values of categorical attributes will be generated by the CRF. For attributes with text string values, we take the whole
surface string of the semantic segment as its attribute value. The accuracy of the entire semantic parsing pipeline is 93.2% using 10-fold crossvalidation. The accuracy is defined as the percentage of manually labeled attribute values that were
successfully extracted from referring expressions.
5.2

5.3

Identifying Most Likely Referent

We applied the approach described in section 3.3
to perform reference resolution on the corpus of
tutorial dialogue. The data from the six manually
labeled Java tutoring sessions were split into a
training set and a test set. We used leave-onedialogue-out cross validation (which leads to six
folds) for the reference resolution experiments. In
each fold, annotated referring expressions from
one of the tutoring sessions were taken as the test
set, and data from the other five sessions were
the training set. We tested logistic regression,
decision tree, naive Bayes, and neural networks
as classifiers to compute the p(Rk , oi ) for each
(referring expression, candidate) pair for the
ranking-based model. The features provided to
each classifier are shown in Table 2.

Candidate Referent Generation

We applied the approach described in Section 3.2
on each session to generate a list of candidate referents for each referring expression. In a program,
there could be more than one appearance of the
same object. We take all of the appearances of
the same object to be the same, since they all refer to the same artifact in the program. The average number of generated candidates for each referring expression was 44.8. The percentage of referring expressions whose actual referents were in the
generated candidate list, or ’“hit rate” is 90.5%,
based on manual tagging. This performance indicates that the candidate referent list generation
performs well.
A referring expression could be a pronoun,
such as “it” or “that”, which does not contain attribute information. In previous reference resolution research, it was shown that training separate models for different kinds of referring expressions could improve performance (Denis and
Baldridge, 2008). We follow this idea and split the
dataset into two groups: referring expressions containing attributes, REatt , (270 referring expressions), and referring expressions that do not contain attributes, REnon (76 referring expressions).

To evaluate the performance of the new approach, we compare against two other recent approaches. First, we compare against a rankingbased model that uses dialogue history and task
history features (Iida et al., 2010). This model
uses semantics from a domain-specific lexicon instead of a semantic parser. (As described in Section 2, their work was extended by Funakoshi et
al. (2012), but that work relies upon a handcrafted
probability distribution of referents to concepts,
which is not feasible in our domain since it has
no fixed set of possible referents.) Therefore, we
compare against their 2010 approach, implementing it in a way that creates the strongest possible
baseline: we built a lexicon directly from our manually labeled semantic segments. First, we split all
of the semantic segments into groups by their tags.
Then, for each group of segments, any token that
appeared twice or more was added into the lexi334

Learned Semantic Features (SF)
SF1: whether RE has CATEGORY attribute
SF2: whether RE.CATEGORY == o.CATEGORY
SF3: whether RE has RE.NAME
SF4: whether RE.NAME == o.NAME
SF5: RE.NAME ≈ o.NAME
SF6: RE.VAR TYPE exist
SF7: RE.VAR TYPE == o.VAR TYPE
SF8: RE.LINE NUMBER exist
SF9: RE.LINE NUMBER == o.LINE NUMBER
SF10: RE.ARRAY DIMENSION exist
SF11: RE.ARRAY DIMENSION ==
o.ARRAY DIMENSION
SF12: CATEGORY of o

Dialogue History (DH) Features
DH1: whether o is the latest mentioned object
DH2: whether o was mentioned in the last 30 seconds
DH3: whether o was mentioned in the last [30, 60] seconds
DH4: whether o was mentioned in the last [60, 180] seconds
DH5: whether o was mentioned in the last [180, 300] seconds
DH6: whether o was mentioned in the last [300, 600] seconds
DH7: whether o was mentioned in the last [600, infinite]
seconds
DH8: whether o was never mentioned from the beginning
DH9: String matching between o and RE

Task History (TH) Features
TH1: whether o is the most recent object manipulated
TH2: whether o was manipulated in the last 30 seconds
TH3: whether o was manipulated in the last [30, 60] seconds
TH4: whether o was manipulated in the last [60, 180] seconds
TH5: whether o was manipulated in the last [180, 300]
seconds
TH6: whether o was manipulated in the last [300, 600]
seconds
TH7: whether o was manipulated in the last [600, infinite]
seconds
TH8: whether o was never manipulated from the beginning
TH9: whether o is in the current working window

semantic feature used in our model, we extracted
the same feature using the lexicon. There were
three kinds of attribute values in the domain: categorical, string, and numeric (as described in Section 5.1). We extracted categorical attribute values
using the appearance of tokens in the lexicon. We
used regular expressions to determine whether a
referring expression contains the name of a candidate referent. We also used regular expressions to
extract attribute values from referring expressions,
such as line number. We also provided the Iida
baseline model (2010) with a feature to indicate
string matching between referring expressions and
candidate referents, since this feature was captured
in our model as an attribute.
We also compared our approach against a
very recent technique that leveraged a word-asclassifier approach to learn semantic compatibility
between referring expressions and candidate referents (Kennington and Schlangen, 2015). To
create this comparison model we used a word-asclassifier to learn the semantics of referring expressions instead of CRF. This weakly supervised
approach relies on co-appearance between words
and object’s attributes. We then used the resulting
semantic compatibility in a ranking-based model
to select the most likely referent.
The three conditions for our experiment are as
follows.
• Iida Baseline Condition: Features including
dialogue history, task history, and semantics
from a handcrafted lexicon (Iida et al.,
2010).
• Kennington Baseline Condition: Features
including dialogue history, task history,
and learned semantics from a wordas-classifier model
(Kennington and
Schlangen, 2015).
• Proposed approach: Features including dialogue history, task history, and learned semantics from CRF.

Table 2 Features used for segmentation and labeling.

Within each of these experimental conditions,
we varied the classifier used to compute p(Rk , oi ),
testing four classifiers: logistic regression (LR),
decision tree (DT), naive Bayes (NB), and neural
network (NN). The neural network has one hidden
layer and the best-performing number of perceptrons was 100 (we experimented between 50 and
120).

con. Although the necessary data to do this would
not be available in a real application of the technique, it ensures that the lexicon for the baseline
condition has good coverage and creates a high
baseline for our new approach to compare against.
Additionally, for fairness of comparison, for each
335

model cannot deal with this complex semantic
composition.
The results reported above relied on learned semantics. We also performed experiments using
manually labeled, gold-standard semantics of referring expressions. The result in Table 4 shows
that ranking-based models have the potential to
achieve a considerably better result, 73.6%, with
more accurate semantic information. Given the
85.3% agreement between two human annotators,
the model performs very well, since the semantics
of whole utterances in situated dialogue also play a
very important role in identifying a given referring
expression’s referent.

To measure the performance of the reference
resolution approaches, we analyzed accuracy, defined to be the percent of referring expressions
that were successfully linked to their referents.
We chose accuracy for our metric following standard practice (Iida et al., 2010; Kennington and
Schlangen, 2015) because it provides an overall
measure of the number of (Rk , oi ) pairs that were
correctly identified. For the rare cases in which
one referring expression referred to multiple referents, the output referent of the algorithm was taken
as correct if it selected any of the multiple referents.
The results are shown in Table 3. We focus on
comparing the results on referring expressions that
contain attribute information, shown in the table
as REFAT T . REFAT T accounts for 78% of all
of the cases (270 out of 346). Among the three
approaches, our proposed approach outperformed
both prior approaches. Compared to the Iida 2010
approach which achieved a maximum of 55.2%
accuracy, our approach achieved 68.5% accuracy
using a neural net classifier, and this difference
is statistically significant based on the results of
a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (n = 6; p = 0.046).
Our approach outperformed the Kennington 2015
approach even more substantially, as its best performance was 46.3% accuracy (p = 0.028). Intuitively, the better performance of our model compared to the Iida approach is due to its ability to
more accurately model referring expressions’ semantics. Compared to a lexicon, semantic parsing
finds optimal segmentation for a referring expression, while a lexicon approach extracts different
attribute information from referring expressions
separately. Note that our approach and the Iida
2010 approach achieved the same performance on
REFN ON referring expressions. Since these referring expressions do not contain attribute information, these two approaches used the same set of
features.

experimental f (Rk , oi )
condition
classifier
Iida
2010
Kennington
2015
Our
approach

LR
DT
NB
NN
LR
DT
NB
NN
LR
DT
NB
NN

accuracy
REFAT T
0.500
0.537
0.466
0.552
0.4627
0.3769
0.3209
0.4216
0.631
0.631
0.493
0.685

REFN ON
0.440
0.453
0.413
0.373
0.3867
0.3333
0.4000
0.4000
0.440
0.453
0.413
0.373

Table 3 Reference resolution results.
models
LR + SEM gold
DT + SEM gold
NB + SEM gold
NN + SEM gold

Interestingly, the model using a word-asclassifier approach to learn the semantic compatibility between referring expressions and referent’s
attributes performs the worst. We believe that the
reason for this poor performance is mainly from
the way it performs semantic compositions. It
cannot learn structures in referring expressions,
such as that 2 dimensional is a segment, dimensional represents the type of the attribute, and 2 is
the value of the attribute. The word-as-classifier

REFAT T
0.684
0.643
0.511
0.736

accuracy
REFN ON
0.429
0.429
0.377
0.325

Table 4 Reference resolution results with gold semantic labels.

6

Conclusion

Dialogue systems need to move toward supporting
users in increasingly complex tasks. To do this effectively, accurate reference resolution is crucial.
We have presented a new approach that applies
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learned semantics to reference resolution in situated dialogue for collaborative tasks. The experiments with human-human dialogue on a collaborative programming task showed a tremendous
improvement using semantic information that was
learned with a CRF-based semantic parsing approach compared to the previous state-of-art approaches. The accuracy was improved substantially, from 55.2% to 68.5%.
There are several important future research directions in reference resolution for situated dialogues. First, models should incorporate more semantic information from discourse structure and
utterance understanding besides semantics from
referring expressions. This is illustrated by the
observation that the reference resolution accuracy
using gold-standard semantic information from referring expressions is still substantially lower than
the agreement rate between human annotators.
Another research direction that holds promise is
to use an unsupervised approach to extract semantic information from referring expressions. It is
hoped that this line of investigation will enable
rich natural language dialogue interactions to support users in a wide variety of complex situated
tasks.
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